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Figure 1: Multi-Target Visual Debugging Workflow. (1) A user selects a model from a set of multi-target classifiers to inspect its
performance. (2) Through filtering of parl ially correcl results and the visual investigation between the relationships of the n-target, the user
can focus on a certain single-target. (3) By inspecting the filtered single-target confusion of multi-classes, a dri ll down onto the unde rlying
time series classification data is possible that aims to give meaningful insights into the dass confusions.

ABSTRACT

1

Multi-target classification of multivariate time series data poses a
challenge in many real-world applications (e.g„ predictive maintenance). Machine learning methods, such as random forests and
neural networks, support training these classifiers. However, the
debugging and analysis of possible misclassifications remain challenging due to the often complex relations between targets, classes,
and the multivariate time series data. We propose a model-agnostic
visual debugging workflow for multi-target time series classification
that enables the examination of relations between targets, partially
correct predictions, potential confusions, and the classified time
series data. The workflow, as weil as the prototype, airns to foster
an in-depth analysis ofmulti-target classification results to identify
potential causes of mispredictions visually. We demonstrate the
usefulness of the workflow in the field of predictive maintenance
in a usage scenario to show how users can iteratively explore and
identify critical classes, as weil as, relationships between targets.

Tue field of multivariate time series classification is a well-established
research discipline with many real-world applications such as stock
market forecasting (14) or heartbeat anomaly detection [6). ln many
such applications a multivariate sample is not only assigned to a
single target t with x classes but multiple targets t E T with each x
classes. A related field is multi-labe! classification [23) which assigns
multiple classes of a target to an instance. For instance, in predictive maintenance, a common task is to increase the productivity
of sophisticated industry machines by predicting multiple targets
(e.g., component failures) by the usage ofhistoric multivariate (time
series) sensor data (15, 16). The main task of such a multi-target
classification is to build accurate models that leam to predict all
largets with their relations (dependencies and correlations), for example, possible future states (e.g., working or broken) of each of the
interconnected components. However, the training of such accurate
multi-target models is challenging due to the time series data being
multivariate, consisting of potentially incorrect classes, and further
requiring complex classification algorithms. Visual analytics supports the building and analyzing ofthese multi-target models by
involving the human through interactive visual izations (20].
Related approaches frorn machine learning and visual analytics tackle the visual evaluation and debugging of classifiers based
on the model output and input data. Primarily, confusion matrices (17) and their shading (24), color (13), and representation (1)
enhancernents [11) facilitate to visualize classifier perforrnances.
Ot her approaches explore the performance through histograrn visualizations (19) or support the model building and performance
exploration (2). However, most of the already existing approaches
do not investigate partially correct results in which some, but not
all, targets are classified correctly. Invesligating such parl ially correct predictions may help to filter the misclassifications down to
individual failures to highlight possible unknown problems.
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The visual analysis of partially correct results, as weil as problematic samples, furthermore, helps to identify relationships between
correct and misclassified targets. Such insight helps to improve
the multi-target classifier by, for instance, either pre-processing
the multivariate time series data or selecting more suitable algorithms. In general, a multi-target problem can be simplified or interpreted as a multi-dass problem by building the cross-product (23),
as a chain-of-classifiers problem (18] or as multi-target classification. Prominent examples of multi-target classifiers are Random
Forests [4) and Neural Networks (8), which can be directly applied
to solve the classification problems. However, still, only limited
work explores and analyzes partially correct results [ 18) and target
relationships (23, 25). In contrast to the proposed approaches, the
goal of this work is to allow a visual inspection of partially results
to get insights by examin ing hard to predict classes.
We contribute a visual debugging workflow lo examine lhe performance of multi-target models, which takes partially correct results into account and enables to investigate the causes of mispredictions visually. The workflow fosters an in-depth analysis of
classification results, including the investigation of different multitarget classifiers and facilitates an iterative refinement and visual
debugging of the model and data. Domain experts can use the workflow to generate new insights by visually analyzing the causes of
possible mispredictions and compare those to correctly predicted
samples. We show lhe applicability of lhe workflow through a prototypical implementation using a real-world use case on predictive
maintenance with anonymized data from an industry partner. Based
on the data, a usage scenario presenls the workflow applied lo dala
from an expert's view. Our primary contributions are as follows:
• a conceptualization of a visual debugging worldlow for
multi-target models to investigate causes of mispredictions;
• a prototypical implcmcn tation of the workflow that allows
visually examining mispredictions of multi-target classifiers;
• a method for visu al analysis and insp ection ofmulti-target
classifiers and partially correct results.

The interactive vis ual d cbugging worldlow - We propose
several visual methods to analyze the class ification results of multitarget models interactively. The interactive analysis starts via the
selection of a dassification model from multiple trained dassifiers
(see Figure 1 (1)) and tackles our first design goal. To prov ide a
first overview of the selected model, we depict the relationships
between the multiple targets and their underlying classes to support the examination of links between the different targets (second
design goal). The display of the target relationsh ips also presents
partially correct results and critical dass confusions that need further exploration. The selection of a combination of classes in the
overview allows to filter down to a particular target and inspect the
confusion matrix of the single not selected target (see Figure 1 (2)).
The drill-down to the confusion matrix enables, furthermore, to
focus on specific critical classes and comprehe nsive analysis of
descriptive representations of predictions (th ird design goal). The
selection of a confusion matrix prediction visualizes the multivariate time series data in another view to enable the comparison of
each feature to the correct and wrongly predicted class representatives (see Figure 1 (3)) and addresses the last design goal. The
detailed analysis of such misdassified samples enables to test and
verify previous hypotheses.

3

VISUAL ANALYTICS WORKSPACE

In this section, we present a prototypical implemenlation of the proposed workflow using multiple model independent visualizations
for the exploration and analysis of multi-target classifications of
multivariate time series data. In particular, we target dassifiers used
for predicting two or more targets over time based on same-length
segmented time series data with measurable features collected by
multiple sensors. Section 4 introduces an application scenario to explore lhe forecasl of machine stales based on sensor dala to prevenl
malfunctions by early maintenance.
The proposed visualizations support users to explore, inspect
and identify errors of classifiers in a visual environment using
given and engineered (e.g., weighted feature combinations, FourierTransformation (5) of time segments) features of the underlying
time series data. Our approach consists of three interlinked views
that are targeting the exp loration of misclassifications; the Multitarget Parallel Coordinate Plot (Figul'e 2 (B)) for overview and class
filtering, the Enhanced Confusion Matrix visualization (Figure 2
(C)) for critical dass exploration, and the Comparative Time Series
View (Figurc 2 (DIE)) for detail investigation.

2 VISUAL DEBUGGING WORKFLOW
The goal of the proposed visual debugging workflow is to provide
different levels of abstractions to enable a top- down visual exploration based on the Visual Information Seeking Mantra (21). We
incorporate partially correct results to identify and refine hard-topredict relationships, between different targets and potential causes
of mispredictions. Our proposed workflow allows us to investigate
and visually debug possible errors in multi-target classifiers through
various methods and techniques.
Design goals - From ongoing collaborations with domain experts in the field of predictive maintenance, we coll ected four design
goals for our visual debugging workflow. First, the workflow should
apply to any multi-target multivariate time series classifier. As a
result, we did not include any visual izations that depict only the
internal processes of one particular algorithm. Second, the workflow
should support the visual analysis of relationships between multiple
targets and classes. Third, it should visualize classification results for
one target and descriptive representations of corresponding dasses
to enable a high-level comparison of correct and misclassified samples. Fourth, it should support the investigation and comparison of
the raw multivariate time series data used for classification.

3.1

Multi-target Parallel Coordinate Plot

Figure 2-B depicts the Multi-target Parallel Coordinate Plot and
enables entry-level exploration and navigation of classification errors by giving a first overview of the classes and targets based
on parallel coordinates (10) and parallel sets (3). Parallel coordinates (10) are the basis to show geometrical properties (9) of the
target and dass correlations and relations to support an exploration
of the relationships by reordering capabilities (10). Different dass
combinations can be selec ted and filtered to explore the classifier
ou.tcomes. The vertical axis or columns visualize the classes of a
target. A plot with one column corresponds to a single-target or
multi-dass problem. Multip le colurn ns with connections between
them show a multi-targe t problem. The color of the cells depicts the
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Figure 2: Demonstrator of th e multi-targ et visu al debugging workflo w: (A) enables a domain expert to select a modeL (B) depicts the
Mul ti-target Parallel Coordinate Plot with (C) the Enhanced Confusion Matrix Visualization and further adjustable (A) settings panel. (D+E)
shows the Comparative Time Series View w ith (D) class quantile graphs and the (E) underlyi ng misclassified time series samples. (F+G)
present a finding based on a domain expert's analysis. (F) shows zoomed sample representatives of a descriptive feature in which confused
samples are more similar to a predicted class. (G) shows class quantile graphs with the samples of the previous class confusions plotted in.
misdassification error of the dass of the target for the test data. A
light color rn::J holds a near or ground truth prediction and a dark
color a significant misclassification error to visually highlight
starting points for the analysis. The links between the axis present
the relations between the dasses to reveal partially correct results.
The thickness of the links rep resents the misdassification of the
relationship between the targets. A good classification would lead
to thin lines to visualize only the existing relation. Solid and broad
lines depict a high error and another analysis entry point. If there
is no connection, the test data does not have such a combination.
By selecting two ofthe three targets (or generally n-1 for n multitargets) in the Multi-Target Parallel Coordinate Plot, the interface
transitions to the Enhanced Confusion Matrix Visualization, as
depicted in Figure 2-C. The confusion matrix corresponds to the not
selected single-target and its multi-dass confusions. The selected
classes f urlhermore filter the shown dala in lhe confusion matrix to
incorporate the co rrecl predicted dasses from the partially correct
results and thus follows the proposed workflow by first giving the
overview and then drill down to details.

3.2

frequency, the median, and other descriptive features. As there is
only space for a single representative, one representation for a dass
or a misclassification has to be selected. In the case of general Features, a median builds a first and robust solution to combine these
without losing much information through an aggregation. Due to
the temporal aspect of multivariate time series, a median over the
whole time interval is not robust to shifting elfects introduced by
various sensor time measurement errors. A rolling median mitigates some of these shifting effects and aims for a more robust dass
representation. By hovering over a misclassified cell, the true class
an<l the predicted dass are highlighted as green and red, Figure 2-F,
to facilitate the comparison of the dass representations.
The background color of a cell either corresponds to the rnisclassification error or the pair- and point-wise difference of the
rnisclassified samples to the correct or predicted dass samples depending on the user's selection. The differences calculaled for the
features inside of the cells supporl the feature distance relations exploration to the classes to analyze which features could be decisive.
Notably, the differences allow hypothesis generation by providing
an additional visual measure to compare the ceUs.
To verify or dism iss such a hypothesis, users can select one cell
in the confusion matrix and go to the individual data point level
to transition from the filtered overview of the classification to the
underlying data and the Comparative Time Series View.

Enhanced Confusion Matrix Visualization

Figure 2-C shows the Enhanced Confusion Matrix Visualization,
which supports a more focused analys is of the dass confusions of a
dassifier due to the comparison of prediction and ground truth. A
confusion matrix is an established dassification performance measure for machine learning experts [22] and thus a cornmon starting
point for further dassifier analysis. Further, the cells are enhanced
with time series cell representatives encoding more information
into the confusion matrix. The cell representatives are either the
time series data itself or engineered features of the data like the

3.3

Compar ative T ime Series View

Tue Comparative Time Series View, Figure 2-D+E, enables to further
inspect raw time series data in detail by comparing quantile graphs
of the correct and predicted classes to the selected samples to verify
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or dismiss hypothesis about the heterogeneity. Quantile graphs for
time series consist of univariate time-point-wise quantiles for a
whole segment and are visualized using Themerivers (7) to present
changes in the time series data . Further, quantile graphs from the
true and the predicted class enable the comparison and inspection
of time series features and data to explore time spans in which the
classifier could have problems. A quantile graph shows selected
quantiles of the distribution of segmented tin1e series data in a color
schema
to enable an easier comparison to other data. The
quantile graphs of the visualization show the quantile 50 (median)
• as a line and the quantiles from 5 to 95 1:1 and from 25 to 75 •
colorized as a stream, see Figure 2-D and G in the background.
The colorized quantile graphs enable to present class representatives and to show a general homogeneity or heterogeneity of the
data as the graphs show the nowing distribut ion of the majority of
the time series. Samples which are heavily shifted and outside ofthe
quantile graph ofthe correct dass in one feature are suitable starting cases for an in-depth analysis on, e.g„ the target correctness.
Plotting misclassified samples, Figure 2-E, into the quantile graphs
improves the comparison between actual and predicted dass by
showing both in one plot. The comparison and exploration between
the wrongly predicted samples and the quantile graphs facilitate the
identification of heterogeneous or corrupt data for the inspection
of areas in which a classifier might have problems.

4

as dass representatives to enhance the confusion matrix and inspect dass confusions. In our case, the selected feature is the mean
of the Fourier-Transformation of every time series sample in the
cell as it shows the homogeneity by either showing a dear peak
(homogeneous) or a uniform distribution (heterogeneous). The
pa.ir- and point-wise differences in the cells allow comparing the
representative of the misclassified samples to the predicted class
representative. In our case, of Figure 2-F, the representative of the
misclassified samples (top right) is more similar to the predicted
dass (red rectangle/bottom right) than to the correct one (green rectangle/top left) and generates the first hypothesis of a problematic
feature (the dimension the Fourier-Transformation).
The selection ofthe misclassification cell in Figure 2-F transitions
to the Comparative Time Series View and showing the underlying
misclassified time series data, see Figure 2-D+E.
Comparativc Time Series View - The view supports the user
with the inspection of the raw tin1e series data (6 dimensions) to
verify a hypothesis. On the left, see Figure 2-D, the quantile graphs
of the true and predicted classes with the se lected misclassified
samples, see Figure 2-E are plotted. Comparing the misclassified
sarnples to the quantile graphs helps in this case to detect the features that are responsible for the misclassification; for instance,
val ues vary from the usual distribution ( Figure 2-G). In our case,
see Figure 2-G, the first and the fourth feature fit rather the predicted class since the feature values are shified downwards or heller
included in the quantile graphs. The not aligned features in Figure 2-G indicates a possible sensor error that is problematic for the
classifier and needs to be anal yzed to correct possible corrupl data.
In the shown use case, the first feature is constant for all samples
and shows a sensor failure du ring this time intervaL The fifth feature
supports the clainl as the feature overlaps with the predicted dass.
The claim was verified by our domain expert.

USAGE SCENARIO

We illustrate how a domain expert can use an instantiation of the
proposed mode l-agnostic workflow to gain new insights inlo a
classifier on an industry dataset provided by our partner. In the
following usage scenario, see Figure 2, we are visually analyzing
anonymized multi-target multivariate time series data from a realworld use case on predictive maintenance. The goal was to help
domain experts to debug and build trust into existing models. The
analyzed dataset consists of 20 million time points with six features representing sensor data and the status of a machine. The
implementation starts by pre-processing the time series data and
segmenting the dataset into user-defined segments (e.g., 512 milliseconds). Some existing models (e.g., a decision tree, a random
forest, a neural network) from our partner get then fine-tuned onto
the pre-processed data. After training, the domain expert can select
a model in the selection panel. In our case, we start by selecting a
baseline decision tree classifier see Figure 2-A.
Mul ti-target Parallel Coordinate Plot View - The first view
aims to provide an overview of the classifier performance and the
relations between multi-targets. In our case see Figure 2-B, the
classifier result for two targets (left and middle columns) is quite
good (low intensity), but has difficulties (high intensity) with some
dasses (dark blue) of one target (right column). The selection in Figure 2-B shows the two good predicted targets selected and depicts a
relation with a high error to the last target and presents a partially
correct result that requires a detailed investigation. Debugging the
wrong predictions may steer the model to better performance as it
improves, e.g., the quality of the data for a classifier [ 12).
After selecting a combination of good predicted dasses, the data
flow transitions to the Enhanced Confusion Matrix View Figure 2-C.
En han ced Confusion Matrix View - In the selection panel,
see Figure 2-A, a domain expert can select descriptive features

5

CONCLUSION

We presented a conceptual model-agnostic workflow for the visual
deb ugging ofmulti-target multivariate time series classifiers. The
top-down approach aims to support the visual debugging by depicting different Jevels of abstraction as weil as the investigation of
the propagation of information in the multi-target classifier. Our
prcototypical implementation with various views shows a possible
realization of the workflow a visual investigation and comparison
between possible causes of misclassifications. The usage scenario
shows benefits of the workflow and implementation a nalyzing a
real-world anonymized industry dataset. The current prototype
iniplementation has some linlitations that we plan to address in future work. We plan to investigate in a user study the computational
and visual scalability of the implemented prototype by varying th e
number of targets, classes, as weil as data records. The prototype
ne.eds an additional feedback loop to support the retraining and
generation of new multi-target classifiers. More descriptive features,
further, should be added to the enhanced confusion matrix view
facilitating a more detailed comparison of classitication errors.
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